
Sound & Hearing: Water crashing, wind whistling, the natural sounds of Ibiza tunneled 
through tubes and small cavities, into an intimate echoing cave. The visitor, still in dark-
ness, uses his sense of hearing, capturing the rhythms of his environment.

View & Sight: A journey for the eyes controlled into small pockets of views. Sea, Land, 
Sky, fragmented sights brought together into a final panoramic feast of Ibiza. The visitors 
move from one storey to another enjoying a wide view, angled in different directions, until 
the final level where a 360° view is opened for the eyes’ pleasure.

MESC, a new paradise cocooned into the coast of Ibiza. Reaching into the pure state of human relaxation and unity with nature.

Today many visitors seek a reconfiguration of one’s self mind through the psychedelic world of Ibiza’s ceaseless partying culture. 
Nurtured from the 70s/80s ‘hippie culture’ spirit of ‘reaching an alternate state of mind,’ this experience is enhanced by the artificial 
lights, endless nights and drunken sights. The often destructive and harmful method of pursuing this path has led to the proposal 
Re-Mind. The tourists are offered a pilgrimage located along the tranquil bay of Cala Xuclà. It proposes an experience that pampers 
body and mind. Meditation and relaxation are the focus of this proposal. The tool will be architecture and the resource will be Ibi-
za’s natural attributes. Lifting the commercial blanket suffocating Ibiza, Re-Mind looks to offer a constructive rather than destructive 
way towards pure relaxation and pleasure. The visitors will be offered the experience to concentrate on four main qualities of Ibiza’s 
coastal landscape; Light, Sound, Water and View, paired with a chosen sense:Temperature, Hearing, Touch and Sight, respectivley.
A seperate intervention along the main connecting path is dedicated to each pairing, augmenting its characteristics through subtle, 
yet powerful, architectural gestures, enhancing the natural qualities. Each experience starts from the path along the bay, through 
to a designed approach which leads the visitor to the main space of that element, concentrating his awareness and attempting to 
Re-mind.

Water & Touch: The movements of the water take the visitor on a journey into the life of 
the ocean. Slowly immersing himself from the first step off the land to a final approach into 
the raw water element. The visitor is offered opportunities to sit, stand, lie or swim using the 
columns that differ in height.

Light & Temperature: Direct heat imbedding onto the surface of the tower. As the visitor 
ascends the heat increases as rays puncture the walls and increase in intensity, finally reach-
ing the full force of the hot sunshine on a platform surrounded by mirroring walls.

Re-Mind MESC-1104
A reminder of nature. A readjustment of the mind.
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